Invite the general public to the 2nd biennial international workshop and Conference on

**ECONOMICS & SOCIAL GOODS FORECASTING DURING COVID-19: Data Analytics & Forecasting Methods**

This workshop and conference is designed for
- Academic and students (undergraduates & postgraduates)
- Researchers and Professionals from industries, research institutes, & government parastatal

**Date: 16th-18th June, 2021**

**Venue: Otunba Subomi Conference Centre, University of Ibadan**

**Topics Covered/Resources:**
- Forecasting Methods
  - Dr O. S. Yaya (Dept. Of Statistics, UI)
- Statistical Modelling of Social Goods
  - Prof. S. A. Salisu (CEAR, UI)
- Patterns and Curve Fitting of Covid-19 Dataset
  - Prof. K. A. Adepoju (Univ. of Minnesota, USA)
- Statistical Methods in Social Goods & Economic,
  - Big Data & Data Visualization, Algorithm for Data Mining
  - Prof. Richard De Veaux (Williams College, USA)

**Registration Fee:** #100,000 or 200USD

**Scientific Committee:**
- Prof. G. N. Amahia (Dept. Of Statistics, UI)
- Prof. A. A. Sodipo (Dept. Of Statistics, UI)
- Prof. O.E. Olubusoye (Dept. Of Statistics, UI)
- Prof. O. I. Shittu (Dept. Of Statistics, UI)
- Dr. J. F. Ojo (Dept. Of Statistics, UI)
- Dr. O. I. Osowole (Dept. Of Statistics, UI)
- Dr. Olwayemisi O. Alaba (Dept. Of Statistics, UI)
- Prof. Richard De Veaux (Williams College, USA)
- Prof. Bahman Rostami (Cardiff Bus. Sch. UK)
- Prof. K. A. Adepoju (Minnesota, USA)
- Prof. Afeez Salisu (CEAR, USA)
- Dr. Onasanya (Dept. Of Mathematics, UI)
- Dr. Dikko (Dept. Of Mathematics, UI)
- Dr. Morel Sokadjo (Republic Benin)

**Local Organizing Committee:**
- Mr Oyebimpe, Chief Host (08068496710)
- Dr S. O. Oyamakin (08066266535)
- Dr Folorunsho Sherifat (08132686810)
- Dr. Morel Sokadjo (Republic Benin)
- Mr Omooseti Bolaji (08167654072)
- Mr Adeniran (08035529045)

For Enquiries:  
westafricaysa@gmail.com, adefemi.adeniran@augustineuniversity.edu.ng 08068496710, 08035529045

**NB:** Participant may contact the LOC to help arrange for accommodation prior to the start date of the workshop